Reference Code (2.1): 172.1 Accession # 12-7

Name and Location of Repository (2.2): Special Collections, Lane Library, Armstrong Atlantic State University, Savannah, GA. 31419

Title (2.3): Faculty Fieldtrip Photographs, 1994-1999

Date(s) (2.4): 1994-1999

Extent (2.5): About 400 color photographs, many with negatives

Name of Creator(s) (2.6): Vice President for Academic Affairs Office

Scope and Content (3.1): Candid and group photographs of Armstrong faculty fieldtrips, arranged by trip. Photos are from part of the period field trips were offered and not all of the fieldtrips taken during these years are represented.

Conditions Governing Access (4.1): Unrestricted

Language and Scripts of Material (4.5): English

Administrative/Biographical History (2.7): Organized by the office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs and advertised in their newsletter, Academics, faculty fieldtrips were quite popular at Armstrong during the 1990s and after. Individual faculty members organized the trips for fellow faculty, to share their interests, both professional and personal. The fieldtrips strengthened faculty connections across departments and helped faculty get to know each other and the Savannah area.

Access Points:
Armstrong Atlantic State University-Faculty
Armstrong Atlantic State University-Vice President for Academic Affairs
School field trips

Arrangement

Snapshots made by participations, housed in original processing folders, of the following Armstrong faculty fieldtrips: Title/leader/date/appox. no of photos:

5. Inside the Georgia Port Authority. Randall Reese. March 1, 1995 (12)
Continued.


**Folder 1** *Big Time Agribusiness: a Visit to Georgia’s Onion Fields*. Tom Howard. April 26, 1996. Also photos from three similar trips held each year, 1997-1999. (about 65 photos)


**Folder 2** *Southern Wild Boar Hunt (Camera Only)*. Lloyd Newberry. Feb 7, 1997. (3 8x10s, 19)


**Folder 3** Unidentified trip photos